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The Akaitcho (NWT Treaty 8) negotiations focus
on land, resources and governance. The Parties to
the negotiation are the Akaitcho Territory Dene
First Nations (Akaitcho DFN), the Government of
Canada and the Government of the Northwest
Territories. 

The region and the people
The Akaitcho (NWT Treaty 8) negotiations involve
four communities in the North Slave and South
Slave regions of the Northwest Territories: 
Deni˙nu KuÓÔeÓÔ (Fort Resolution), Úutselk’e, Ndilo 
and Detah. The Akaitcho DFN represents 
approximately 2,500 Dene.

The goal of negotiations
The Akaitcho Dene signed Treaty 8 with the
Government of Canada on July 25, 1900.
However, some provisions in this treaty were not
implemented. The Parties have agreed to resolve
these and other outstanding land, resource and
governance issues through negotiations.  

The objective of negotiations is to complete an
agreement that will:

• Contain land and resource provisions that 
provide for clarity of rights respecting land 
and resources 

• Explain how land, water and other resources,
including wildlife and their habitat, will be
used, managed and protected

• Describe the structure, operation, legal status
and extent of the Akaitcho DFN government

• Describe the relationship between public 
government and Akaitcho DFN government

• Include measures to enhance the capacity of
the Akaitcho DFN to participate fully in the
northern economy

Progress so far

February 1997
A Chief Federal Negotiator is appointed to explore
the interests of the Akaitcho, the Government of 
Canada and the Government of the Northwest
Territories. These discussions result in a draft
Framework Agreement.

May 1999
There is a lack of progress in negotiations. 
An interim Chief Federal Negotiator is appointed
to build consensus on a process to restart 
negotiations. 
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Akaitcho (NWT Treaty 8) Negotiations

January 2000
A new Chief Federal Negotiator, Mr. John Gill, is appointed to
complete the negotiation of the Framework Agreement.

July 25, 2000
One hundred years to the day from the signing of Treaty 8, the
Akaitcho DFN, Canada and Government of the NWT sign a
Framework Agreement in Deni˙nu KuÓÔeÔ (Fort Resolution). The
Framework Agreement establishes the process, items and time
table for the three parties to negotiate an agreement on land,
resources and governance issues. 

June 28, 2001 
The Akaitcho Interim Measures Agreement (IMA) is signed in
Úutselk’e. It establishes temporary arrangements that clarify the
role of the Akaitcho DFN in resource management decisions in
their region while an agreement is being negotiated. Work
begins to develop pre-screening processes – called Schedules –
to lay out how the Akaitcho DFN will be consulted on 
applications for various licences, permits and dispositions 
of lands. 

September 2001
Formal negotiations of the Agreement-in-Principle (AIP) begin.

What is being negotiated now
Reaching an IMA was significant because it provides a level of
comfort for the Akaitcho about what happens on the land while
negotiations are underway. IMA Schedules are being completed
and negotiations are focussing on reaching an AIP that will
address outstanding land, resource, and governance issues.
These negotiations are based on a workplan that is updated 
and reviewed annually.
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